SAIC AT A GLANCE

$7.1B* 25,500 6,000 60+ 7,700 55%
REVENUES EMPLOYEES VETERANS ALLIANCE PARTNERS TECHNICAL CERTIFICATIONS HOLD A SECURITY CLEARANCE

SAIC* is a premier Fortune 500* technology integrator driving our nation’s digital transformation. Our robust portfolio of offerings across the defense, space, civilian, and intelligence markets includes secure high-end solutions in engineering, IT modernization, and mission solutions. Using our expertise and understanding of existing and emerging technologies, we integrate the best components from our own portfolio and our partner ecosystem to deliver innovative, effective, and efficient solutions that are critical to achieving our customers’ missions.

* Pro forma trailing 12-month revenue as of SAIC’s FY20 Q4 and Unisys Federal’s FY19 Q4

May 2020

PURPOSE
Advance the power of technology and innovation to serve and protect our world.

VISION
Serve as the premier technology integrator in our market by making a profound difference supporting our customers’ missions, engaging the best talent in industry, and providing strong shareholder returns.

CORE VALUES
Integrity
Mission Understanding
Empowerment
Creativity

CIVILIAN MARKETS GROUP
KEY CUSTOMERS

- Department of State
- Department of Homeland Security
- Environmental Protection Agency
- Federal Aviation Administration
- NASA

DEFENSE SYSTEMS GROUP
KEY CUSTOMERS

- U.S. Army
- U.S. Navy
- U.S. Marine Corps
- Defense Logistics Agency

NATIONAL SECURITY GROUP
KEY CUSTOMERS

- Intelligence Community
- DOD Combatant Commands
- U.S. Air Force
- U.S. Space Force

SOLUTIONS & TECHNOLOGY GROUP
CAPABILITIES

SAIC is home to integrators, collaborators, and problem solvers. Our capabilities and services create the best future possible for our customers — whether at land, sea, air, or space — while ensuring innovative, effective, and efficient solutions.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
- Enterprise IT
  - Cloud integration
  - Digital platform services
  - Infrastructure engineering and modernization
  - IT operations and business integration
  - Personal computer services
  - System engineering
  - User experience and support
- Software
  - Application modernization and migration
  - Artificial intelligence/machine learning enabled software development
  - Cloud-native software development
  - Mission and enterprise software development
- Cyber
  - Cyber training
  - Cyberspace operations
  - Governance, risk, and compliance
  - Infrastructure security
  - Security operation and incident management

ENGINEERING AND MISSION SUPPORT
- Advanced Analytics and Simulation
  - Analysis services
  - Data frameworks and environments
  - Data management processes and toolkits
  - Mission applications and tools
  - Modeling and simulation
- Engineering, Integration, and Logistics
  - Design and integration
  - Digital engineering services
  - Integration product support
  - Logistics and supply chain services
  - Systems engineering
- Training and Mission Solutions
  - Acquisition management support
  - Training asset development
  - Training delivery
  - Training infrastructure and support
  - Program management, business, and office support
  - Strategic comms and multimedia production

LOCATIONS

SAIC also has employees deployed in 60+ international countries in support of our customers’ missions.

#1 WOMEN ON PUBLIC COMPANY BOARDS IN GREATER D.C
WASHINGTON BUSINESS JOURNAL

#5 TOP COMPANIES FOR FLEXIBLE JOBS
FLEXJOBS.COM

#42 DEFENSE NEWS TOP 100
DEFENSE NEWS

AMERICA’S BEST EMPLOYERS FOR DIVERSITY 2019
FORBES®